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Abstract In the hospitals,for any surgery is performed, the patient must be in anesthetize condition. If the operation precedings for a long time, complete dose of aesthesia cannot be given in a single stroke, it may lead to the patient’s death. If lower amount of anesthesia is given then patient may wakeup at the middle of the operation.So the biggest challenge for doctorsis to calculate appropriate dose of anesthesia. Thus a system proposed based on fuzzy controller to administer a proper dose of isoflurane as an anesthetic agent. Dose of isoflurane is calculated on the basis of parameters like systolic pressure, diastolic pressure and heart rate,body temperature of a patient .The method is based on the analysis of these variables by giving membership function, evaluation of rule based system and defuzzification process to control the depth of anesthesia and decide required dose of isoflurane. The potential benefits of the system are it will increase patient’s safety and comfort, direct anaesthesiologist’s attention to other physiological variables which they have to keep under control by abating their tasks and reduction in the costs of an operation. Thus this system will serve as a guide in developing new anesthesia control systems for patients based on physiological parameters of the patient.



Keywords: Heart rate, diastolic pressure and systolic pressure, fuzzy controller, Dose of Anesthesia 1. INTRODUCTION Anesthesia is a tool used by medical professionals to produce a state of unconsciousness among patient’s body. This state of unconsciousness is normally produced so that doctors can perform otherwise excruciatingly painful procedures on patients. In medical profession, it ensures that the patient’s body remain insensitive to pain and any other mental or physical activity during surgical operation. Various methods to induce anesthesia into the patients’ body are through needle or through inhalation. Accurate inducement of dose of anesthesia through needle is much easier as compared to inducement through inhalation. But if the operation continues to remain for a long time span, say for 6 to 7 hours, entire dose of anesthesia cannot be injected into the patient’s body in a single stroke, it may lead to the death of the patient. At the same time if lesser amount of dose of anesthesia is administered, the patient may get up during the operation. The Tushar Diwase, IJRIT
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benefit of inducing anesthesia through inhalation is that no needles or anything e painful is operated onto the patient’s body until the patient is completely anesthetized [1][2][3].



1.1. Problem Definition As enlighten before anesthesia is used by medical professionals to create a state of unconsciousness among patient’s body. This state of unconsciousness is usually created so that surgeons can perform painful operation on patients. Normally it is a closed loop system, in which anesthesiologist continuously examine various parameters such as systolic pressure, diastolic pressure and pulse rate and based on the variation in input, the percentage of dose of anesthesia is varied in accordance to the response of the patient to the current dose of anesthesia given. But it creates a lot of pressure on the anesthesiologist. As it becomes very difficult to monitor all the parameters at the same time, it creates a lot of pressure on the anesthesiologist so that he cannot pay attention to other physiological factor. Thus an expert system for calculating dose of anesthesia based upon different parameters such as systolic pressure, diastolic pressure and pulse rate is always welcome. To Bhatt monitor the dose ofand anesthesia few fuzzy systems havewith been developed. Microcontroller based fuzzy logic used system as for a[5] common sevoflurane inhalation is by A.Yardimci agent. It does [6]. not Isoflurane react is volatile, light, non flammable, no Prof. chemical colorless liquid and usually does V. not react with has metals chosen it designed as rubbers. ananesthetic anesthetic Because ofbased such useful characteristics ofrequires Isofurane H. T.stabilizers Kashipara, Mr. T.



1.2. Objective of System To build up a system based on fuzzy controller that utilizes linguistic fuzzy rules for simulating anesthesia levels and adjusts the infusion rate with respect to input variables is the main objective. For the modeling purpose fuzzy input variables such as systolic pressure, diastolic pressure and heart rate are obtained from the patient during operational process. Depending upon value of these variables, fuzzy controller calculates appropriate dose of anesthesia which is an output controlled variable. From this we represent membership fuction and according to that initial dose of anesthesia can be calculated with respect to classical two valued logic [7][8]. Relationship among different variables is established by rule based fuzzy controller system [9][10][11]. To visualize the performance and the design of fuzzy controller, MATLAB fuzzy logic controller is used.



2.APPROACHE 2.1 Input and Output Variables: This Fuzzy controller system for administering proper dose of anesthesia has one output variables and three input variables[4][5]. For fuzzy implementation, three input variable along with their ranges are required and this ranges are given below



a. Heart rate (PR):Maximum Value: 95 pulse per minute Minimum Value: 60 pulse per minute b. Systolic pressure (SP):Maximum Value: 145 mm Hg Minimum Value: 95 mm Hg c. Diastolic pressure (DP):-
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Maximum Value: 95 mm Hg Minimum Value: 60 mm Hg And the Dose of anesthesia, that is the output variable which is given as the percentage of concentration of Isoflurane in pure oxygen is given as follows



a. Dose of anesthesia (DOI):Maximum Value: 4 % Minimum Value: 0.1 % Thus to check the depth of anesthesia and decide the dose of anesthetic agent, anesthetist use the fuzzy controller for regulating dose of anesthesia input variables such as systolic pressure, diastolic pressure and heart rate.



2.2 System Development plan There are various steps in system development plan which is used to examine the system in terms of input variable system, to convert these inputs into fuzzy values define membership functions for inputs and outputs, to define rules for the change in output with changes in inputs (these are called as fuzzy logic rules) and at last to stipulate dose of isoflurane based on the value of SP, DP,HR and BT. All these steps are explain below



Input Variables Blood Pressure



Body Temperature



Heart Rate



Fuzzification



Membership Function



Inference Module



If-then



De-fuzzification



Output Variables Dose of Anesthesia



1. Examine the system in terms of input variables: The first step for system development plan is analyzing the system in terms of input variables. Analysis of the system is done in terms of which are the input variables, what is the range for each input value of the variable and how output depends on input.
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2. Conversion of inputs into fuzzy values : Input variable’s values are the crisp values. First we have to convert input variable’s values into fuzzy values as they are the crisp values. This process of conversion of crisps values into fuzzy values is known as fuzzification. In such a transformation, for each input and output variable, membership function and degree of truth in each premise is determined. System contains input and output variables with different predicates for the diastolic pressure (DP) , systolic pressure (SP) and heart rate (HR). Fuzzification takes a real time input value of above mentioned physiological parameters and compares it with membership function information to produce fuzzy input value.



3. Define membership functions for outputs and inputs : How each point in the input space is mapped to a membership value between 0 and 1 is defined by membership function (MF) curve. Here to declare membership function for input and output variable, Trapezoid membership function is used . Trapezoid membership function is given as: trapmf(x, [a b c d]) = MAX{MIN {(x – a) / (b – a),1, (d – x) / (d – c)},0} Figure 1, 2 and 3 shows membership function for diastolic pressure, systolic pressure and heart rate. SSM, SM, N, HN, HHN are the predicates for input and output variable.



Fig 1: Membership Function for Diastolic pressure



Fig 2: Membership Function for Systolic Pressure



Fig 3: Membership Function Editor for HR
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The membership function for Dose of anesthesia which is an output variable is shown in figure 4. System contains output variables with different predicates like low, normal and high.



Fig 4: Membership Function Editor for DOI



4. Define fuzzy logic rules for the change in output with changes in inputs: It is a set of IF-THEN rules and membership functions. The fuzzy rule is: If  Θ ... Θ  then  Θ ..Θ  Ancestor shows condition, resultant shows conclusion and Θ represents the logical operator. By attaching a set of fuzzy value inputs to the rule that match up to actual values for the ancestor, a set of actual conclusions can be determined by executing the rule. In general, a single rule alone is ineffective. Two or more rules that can oppose one another are required. Fuzzy set is the output of each rule. A single output fuzzy set is aggregated by using the output fuzzy sets for each rule. At last the resulting set is defuzzified or resoluted to a single number [12][13]. Rule base table for calculating dose of isoflurane is specified in Table



TABLE 1 FUZZY RULE BASE FOR CONTROLLING DOSE OF ANESTHESIA DP SSM
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N M HIGH L



LM MODERATE



SM



MODERATE L M



M HIGH



LM



5. Finally specify dose of isoflurane As per the value of diastolic BP, systolic BP and heart rate, the rule base is evaluated and based on that fuzzy value for dose of isoflurane is given. This output value is a fuzzy value which is converted into crisp value by the process known as defuzzification[5][6].



3. FUZZY CONTROLLER SIMULATION To show the dependency of the outputs on any one or more of the inputs, surface viewer is used — that is, it creates and plots an output surface map for the system. In simpler way, surface viewer displays the entire span of the output set based on the entire span of the input set. In Figure 5, surface viewer shows the dependence of output on two inputs like diastolic pressure and systolic pressure. Similarly, Figure 6 and 7 shows surface viewer showing dependency of output that is dose of anesthesia on inputs heart rate and diastolic pressure (DP) and the dependency of output that is dose of anesthesia on two inputs heart rate and systolic pressure (SP).



Fig. 5: 3D Surface Viewer for DOI with Respect To diastolic pressure
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Fig 6: 3D Surface Viewer for DOI with Respect To HR &DP



Fig. 7: 3D Surface Viewer for DOI with Respect HR& SP



Figure 8 displays the graph of dose of anesthesia for DP=80, SP=123 and HR ranging from 60-95. From the graph, it can be observed that value of dose of anesthesia remains unchanged for the heart rate value ranging from approximately 62 mm Hg to 68 mm Hg then increases unexpectedly with rise in value of heart rate. Similarly dose of anesthesia can be graph for different values of input variables.



Fig 8: Graph of dose of Anesthesia for DP=80, SP=123 Vs HR



Table II specifies different values of dose of anesthesia as a percentage of isofurane in oxygen for various values of input variables. Dose of isoflurane can be very easily calculated by using the proposed fuzzy controller for different values of input variables.
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Actual Calculated Dose Dose of of Isoflurane Isofulrane (%) (%)



Pressure



Diastolic pressure



Heart rate



101.00000



66.00000



63.00000



0.56158



0.58000



101.00000



66.00000



69.00000



0.52291



0.50000



101.00000



66.00000



72.00000



0.54452



0.55000



107.00000



72.00000



87.00000



1.85630



1.80000



113.00000



90.00000



78.00000



2.18288



2.00000



113.00000



90.00000



81.00000



3.24951



3.30000



125.00000



72.00000



63.00000



0.54122



0.50000
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2.08973



2.00000



131.00000



78.00000



60.00000



2.00000



2.00000



132.00000



80.00000



68.00000



1.85240



1.50000



102.00000



84.70000



81.90000



2.30520
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128.50000



92.30000
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97.00000



68.00000



70.00000
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135.00000



85.00000



85.00000



2.48200



2.50000



105.00000



78.34000



92.89000



1.87470



2.00000



97.00000



66.00000



78.00000



1.28801



1.00000



97.00000



66.00000



79.00000



1.56702
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4. CONCLUSION Present general anesthetic method must assure its three necessary parts, i.e. narcosis, analgesia and muscle relaxation, be adequately covered. In easy language, during anesthesia, the patient must sleep deeply enough, must not experience any pain, and should be totally remain unaware of anything happening to him or her. During weakly balanced anesthesia, it may happen that the patient gets totally paralyzed. That is why accurate information about all of the anesthesia parameters is of extreme importance. The proposed system is depends upon fuzzy controller to administer a appropriate dose of isoflurane as an aesthetic agent. Fuzzy logic simplifies the design of a control strategy by providing a simpler way to understand and perceptive approach to resolve control troubles. The fuzzy logic control system can be utilized as tool that controls the depth of anesthesia. As the system works alone without the anesthesiologist, it can simply be used as a monitor who helps maintain track of depth of anesthesia. Dose of isoflurane is calculated on the basis of physiological factors like diastolic pressure, systolic pressure and heart rate of a patient .The process is based on the analysis of these variables by specifying membership function, estimation of rule based system and defuzzification process to control the depth of anesthesia and decide essential dose of anesthesia.
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